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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine  

Aligning Emotional Access Points 
 

FYI-Remember the emotional access point gives the HEMF signature validity and strength 

without it the signature is a false front and inaccurate. This will cause emotional attachment to 

the experience of the feeling and not an ownership of the feeling. Aligning the Emotional Access 

Points is a way to help the client own their emotional life. Before you Release Resonating Cords 

Align Emotional Access Points. Resonating Cords show a misalignment of Emotional Access 

Points. 

 
1. With permission, at the Edge determine need. 

2. Determine the HEMF emotional signatures that are up for release. 

3. Determine how many of these signatures require emotional access point 

alignment. 

4. Explain that when these misaligned emotions are experienced the client will not 

function properly there won’t be much moderation or it can even be that this 

emotion will lack elevation leaving the client numb or unable to “feel” some 

primary emotion such as grief. This sometimes force them to reflect the emotions 

of others mimicking them as a way to even feel the emotion at all. Sit with this 

information because it is profoundly satisfying to learn why you are weird or can’t 

feel the same way as other people. (Of course, there can be psychological 

causes for things and they should be examined but energetically this can be 

addressed powerfully with this alignment.)  

5. Ask the client to help you call in powerful Guides and Angels to support the 

process. Ask them to stand all around the client.  

6. Ball the emotional signature  up inside of the HEMF surrounding it with ULL.  

7. Put your light fingers on the emotional signature and push it back to the edge of 

the r-layer membrane. 

8. Push through the membrane taking a little of the emotional signature with you 

while telegraphing the accompanying and related emotional access point 

underneath. It will be inside of the current emotion strata of the emotional layer.  
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9. When you reach the access point, bring the emotional signature into it and turn it 

like you are turning a dial.  

10. Then pull the connection of the emotional layer access point back out making the 

emotional access point activate.  

11. Smoothly return into the HEMF taking the connection you accessed in the 

emotional layer with you and letting it go into the related HEMF emotional 

signature.  

12. Surround the accessed HEMF emotional signature with ULL. 

13. Bring in HEMF Radiance 

14. Remove the excess emotional signature to release the HEMF. But the connect 

you made will stay and continue to be active and useful. 

15. Release and thank the Helpers that supported this important alignment. 

16. Bring in Harmonizing the HEMF and Harmonizing the Layers 

17. IBWSIB 
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